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Children’s Sunday, Nov. 16th, 2014   LOLE – (Laugh Out Loud Everyday)  

When I was young, I’d put my arms in my shirt and tell people I’d lost my arms.  I would sleep 

with all of my stuffed animals so none of them would get offended.  I had that one pen with 6 

colours and tried to push all the buttons down at once.  I would wait behind doors to scare 

somebody and then leave because they were taking too long or I had to go pee.  I would fake 

being asleep so my Dad would carry me to bed.  When we were driving home from visiting 

with my grandparents on the farm, I used to think that the moon was following our car.  I 

would watch two raindrops roll down the window and pretend it was a race.  I used to swallow 

seeds and be scared to death that a tree was going to grow in my tummy.  Remember when 

we were kids and we couldn’t wait to grow up?  WHAT WERE WE THINKING? 

Children are armed with the greatest gift in the world – imagination!  With all of the high tech 

electronic devices that children have access to today, from game systems to tablets, to smart 

phones and computers, children can still find enjoyment in playing with something as simple 

as a cardboard box or milk crates.  It’s true!  I’ve witnessed milk crates and cardboard boxes 

being transformed into anything from a bus, to a space ship, to a fort, or an Indian elephant 

suitable to ride on! 

As children, we are born with whirlwinds, forest fires, and comets inside our minds. We are 

born able to sing to birds, talk with the animals and see images in the clouds.  We could be 

fascinated for hours in something as tiny as an ant. But, before we could even click our heels, 

the magic was gone.  Spanked out, reasoned out, washed out, and combed out!  We were put 

on the rigid road to adulthood and told to, “Be responsible!” “Act your age!” “Grow up, for 

God’s sake!” 

So, we do.  We grow up.  We get old.  We associate childlike with childish and detach ourselves 

from the gifts that bestowed freedom and inhibition.  We lose our super powers, weighed 

down by all of those tomorrows.  Children are so ‘in the moment’ that they seldom think 
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about the future.  It’s this quality that leaves them free to be fully present in this moment and 

enjoy themselves as very few adults can. 

Children find joy in even the simplest of things.  Babies play with their toes or better yet try to 

eat them!  Toddlers try over and over again to learn how to walk.  And, once they do, look out! 

They run until they fall. They squeal when something delights them and laugh without 

restraint not caring how silly they might look. 

In today’s world, people want to be healthy, they want to be happy, but instead they are 

getting stressed out, depressed, getting less sleep, more negative thoughts and feeling 

isolated.  Laughter Yoga is a unique concept where people laugh as part of a group exercise.  

What starts out as forced laughter soon turns into real and spontaneous laughter. 

Laughter is one area where science and the Bible agree.  Proverbs says, “A cheerful heart is 

good medicine” and there are scientific studies that back that up.  Humor and laughter 

strengthen our immune system and boost our energy.  Laughter enhances the intake of 

oxygen-rich air which then stimulates the heart, lungs and muscles, and increases the 

endorphins released by our brain.  Endorphins are a powerful antidote that can help minimize 

the pain of aching joints and muscles and they protect us from the damaging effects of stress. 

Best of all, this priceless medicine of laughter is fun, free, and easy to use. 

Laughter de-escalates an argument and makes it easier to cope with difficult situations from 

strained finances to raising a family to grief over the loss of a loved one.  There’s this lovely 

moment that occurs at every memorial service as people make their way to the reception.  

Friends meet friends, extended family members who have ‘come from away’ greet people 

they haven’t seen in years.  Stories are told, memories are shared and then…there’s that first 

peel of laughter. It’s the moment I wait for at every funeral reception because it’s at that 

moment when the healing begins.  I call it the resurrection moment – when that unstoppable 

force we call LIFE comes bubbling up amongst us. 
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Laughter is good for the soul and when it’s shared with others, it binds us together, it shores 

us up and it increases our levels of happiness and intimacy.  At a Right Relations conference 

several years ago, I had the pleasure of watching Moccasin Joe, an Aboriginal comedian. Joe’s 

antics had everyone, Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, lay people and clergy alike, laughing until 

we were holding our sides and tears streamed down our face.  It was then that he said to us, “I 

love the sound of laughter because when we are laughing together, our children know that it is 

safe.”   

Like a magnet we are drawn to people who make us laugh like:  Donald O’Connor.  Carol 

Burnett.  Robin Williams.  Bill Cosby.  Lucille Ball.  Benny Hill. Rick Mercer.  They turn the 

mirror back on us, reminding us time and again not to take ourselves so seriously.  They invite 

us to let go of our adult world for a time and re-enter a world of play and imagination and we 

willingly and lovingly accept. 

Children find fun in playing with Tupperware or pots and pans.  They spend hours inspecting 

an anthill or watching a bee hive.  They are explorers of the world that is before them.  They 

see it, touch it, taste it, feel it and smell it.  Children let go and enjoy experiencing the moment 

without the worry of what comes next.  “Jesus said, ‘…the Kingdom of God belongs to such as 

these.  I tell you the truth, anyone who doesn’t receive the Kingdom of God like a child will 

never enter it.’”  This is God’s wondrous world and, from the moment of our creation, God’s 

desire for us is that we might experience it in all its fullness. 

In a conversation earlier this week with Rob and Laura Harvey, the topic of the approaching flu 

season came up to which they said, “You know what happens when you start thinking it’s flu 

season, don’t you?  You end up with the flu!”  The same thing might be said of growing old.  

Once you start thinking your ‘too old’ it can, too soon, become a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
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Remember the biblical story of Sarah?  At 92 years of age she learned that she and Abraham 

would soon give birth to their first child and what did she do?  She laughed!  She did the 

unexpected – she laughed! 

You’re never too old to be young at heart.  Have you heard of the expression, “Let go and let 

God?”  Wonderful things happen when we let go.  Let’s not be childish but…childlike?  Well, 

that just sounds like fun!  Let’s try seeing the world again for the first time – every time. 

Live well.  Laugh often.  Love much.  Count your blessings.  When you hear laughter, move 

toward it.  Spend time in the company of playful people.  Bring humour into your 

conversations.  Recall the joy you knew in childhood or the joy you experience now as you 

watch the children in your life. Then run - as fast as you can - to the nearest cardboard box or 

milk crate and pretend it’s – well, whatever you want it to be.  Amen! 


